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§ Others find this to be frightening

§ They are threatened by growing diversity and new moral guidelines

§ Look to restore traditional values and slow down social change

§ Can we distinguish these types of people in some basic way? 
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§People should be able to not provide services to same 
sex couples
§ High:  61%

§ Low:   25%

§Transgender people should have to use the bathroom 
based on their assigned gender at birth
§ High:   70%
§ Low:    14%

§Abortions should be banned or highly restricted
§ High:   60%

§ Low:    11%



§Support building a wall on the Mexico border
§ High:  56%

§ Low:   12%

§To be truly American it is important to be born in the U.S.
§ High:   76%
§ Low:    21%

§Blacks just need to work harder to get ahead
§ High:   64%

§ Low:    17%



§ In the early 1990s there were no significant differences in 
authoritarianism between Democrats and Republicans

§ In 2016
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Donald Trump (C) gathers with Congressional Republicans in 
the Rose Garden of the White House (Reuters: Carlos Barria), 

July 2017



Dozen of Democrat's names have been mentioned in connection with the 2020 
presidential race. The list includes governors, mayors, senators, congressmen, 

business people and one former vice president. ABC News, Aug 2017
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FEMINIST DEMOCRATIC OUTRAGE POST 
TRUMP ELECTION









U.S. House* (CAWP 6/22/18)
WOMEN CANDIDATES

Total Filed to date 468 350D, 118R

Lost Primary 133 96D, 37R

Won Primary** 130 105D, 25R

Likely candidates not yet filed 12 9D, 3R

Total still in the running 341 258D, 83R

RECORD NUMBER OF WOMEN 

(DEMOCRATIC) CANDIDATES



“That election was a real slap in the face to a lot of 
us,” said Mikie Sherrill, a mother of four, ages 6 to 
12, who is running as a Democrat for an open 
suburban New Jersey House seat that Republicans 
now hold. “Progress wasn’t inevitable.”

Sherrill, 46, had always figured she was doing her 
part to break some glass ceilings, serving as a U.S. 
Navy helicopter pilot and later a federal 
prosecutor. One male-dominated job she’d never 
considered until Clinton’s loss: member of 
Congress.

www.Bloomberg.com, 7/5/18

http://www.bloomberg.com/
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